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One can prove the program does not de�ne a number which is both even andodd by proving that a query asking for such a number fails.Conceptually, there is a simple way to show that a query must fail: �nd amodel of the program in which the query is false. In [8] some of the authorsof the current paper made a �rst exploration of the issues involved in �ndingsuch a model for de�nite programs. The current paper develops two methodsfor automating the search for a pre-interpretation underlying such a model. A�rst approach combines abduction and tabulation to direct the search for apre-interpretation. A second approach considers the abducibles as constraintsand uses techniques from �nite domain constraint solving [20] to further prunethe search. Also the suitability of alternative methods for solving this problem isanalysed. The use of a general purpose model generation tool [16,17] is evaluated.We have also explored whether tools for type inference [11,5] can show that suchqueries have an empty success set and whether conjunctive partial deduction [13]can specialise such queries into a trivially failing program.Section 2 recalls the basics about pre-interpretations and introduces a trivialexample. Section 3, explains how a pre-interpretation can be described by a num-ber of facts, how a program can be abstracted as a DATALOG program, andhow the least model based on that pre-interpretation can be queried by evaluat-ing the abstracted query on the DATALOG program. In section 4, a procedurecombining abduction with tabulation and a variant handling the abducibles asconstraints are developed. Other approaches we are aware of which can directlyor indirectly prove failure are discussed in Section 5. In section 6, the di�erentapproaches are compared. Finally, in section 7, we draw some conclusions. Weassume some familiarity with the basics of tabulation, e.g. [19,14, 21].2 PreliminariesA pre-interpretation J of a program P consists of a domain D = hd1; : : : ; dmiand, for every functor f=n a mapping fJ fromDn toD. An interpretation I basedon a pre-interpretation J consists of a mapping pI from Dn to ftrue; falseg forevery predicate p=n in P . An interpretation is often identi�ed by the set of atomsp(d1; : : : ; dn) for which pI(d1; : : : ; dn) is mapped to true. An interpretation Mis a model of a program P i� all clauses of P are true under the interpretationM . A de�nite program always has a model (map pI(d1; : : : ; dn) to true forall predicates and all domain elements). The intersection of two models is alsoa model and there is always a unique least model. As a consequence, if anexistentially quanti�ed conjunction 9XL1 ^ : : : ^ Ln is false in a model basedon a pre-interpretation J then it is also false in the least model based on thatpre-interpretation. So, given a pre-interpretation, it su�ces for our purposes toevaluate the conjunction in the least model.Example 1. Even/oddeven(0). even(s(X))  odd(X). odd(s(X))  even(X).D = fE ;Og 2



0J = E sJ (E) = O sJ (O) = EThe least model is feven(E ); odd(O)g. The query  even(X), odd(X) fails be-cause 9Xeven(X); odd(X) is false in this model. Executing the program withSLD or with a tabulating procedure (e.g. XSB [14]) results in in�nite failure.3 Proof proceduresPre-interpretations based on �nite domains have been used in the analysis oflogic programs. The approach was pioneered by Codish and Demoen [6] forgroundness analysis and subsequently by others, e.g. by [10] for type analysis.They used abstract compilation and represented the functions fJ=n of the pre-interpretation by n+ 1-ary relations over the domain and replaced all terms inthe program by their pre-interpretation. This gives a so called abstract programwhich is a DATALOG program. Its �nite model expresses declarative properties.Example 2. In Example 1, we can de�ne the pre-interpretation by:0J(E): sJ(E ;O): sJ (O; E):To abstract the program, non-variable terms are replaced by fresh variableswhich are de�ned by the appropriate relations (a term f(t1; : : : ; tn) is replacedby a fresh variable X and the atom fJ (t1; : : : ; tn; X) is added to the body; thisconstruction is repeated until all terms have disappeared). Variables are left asthey are, the e�ect of the abstraction is that they now range over the domain ofthe pre-interpretation. This gives the following program:even(X)  0J(X)even(Y)  sJ(X,Y), odd(X).odd(Y)  sJ(X,Y), even(X).The clauses together with the facts of the pre-interpretation are a DATALOGprogram. The least model is f0J (E); sJ (E ;O); sJ (O; E); even(E ); odd(O)g. Theformula 9Xeven(X); odd(X) is false in this model. While the query even(X),odd(X) is nonterminating under SLD, it fails �nitely under well known proofprocedures such as bottom-up evaluation after magic-set transformation or top-down methods enriched with tabulation such as OLDT [19] and XSB [14].4 The search for the right pre-interpretationTo prove that a query for a program P, which seems to run forever withoutreturning a solution, fails, one has to select a domain and a pre-interpretationand has to show �nite failure when executing the abstracted query with theabstracted program. A straightforward way consists of selecting a domain, andtrying all pre-interpretations until one is found for which the query fails. If noneexists, one can try again with a larger domain. However, for programs with asubstantial number of function symbols and constants, this quickly results in avery large search space. Indeed, with a n-element domain, an m-ary functor hasn(nm) possible pre-interpretations. 3



4.1 An abductive approachTo prune the search one can employ an abductive procedure: execute the ab-stract program with an initially unknown pre-interpretation, and abduce thedi�erent components of the pre-interpretation when they are needed during theexecution. As soon as the query succeeds, backtracking can be initiated. To doso, one declares the predicates fJ=n + 1 as abducibles, add constraints thatthe pre-interpretation of each functor f=n is a total function, i.e. that one factfJ (d1; : : : ; dn; d) must be abduced for every combination hd1; : : : ; dni of domainelements and employ a general purpose abductive procedure such as SLDNFA[9]. Some initial experiments showed the feasibility1, but also the need for a ded-icated procedure which allows to experiment with di�erent control strategies. Wedesigned and implemented an abductive procedure for de�nite programs whichmakes use of tabulation and which has the integrity constraints on the pre-interpretation hardwired in the code. By doing some experiments we gained abetter understanding of the issues which are important to control the search. Forexample we observed that it performed better when tabling only the most gen-eral call for each predicate. Below we describe the procedure as (inference) ruleswhich map sets of clauses (a \state") to sets of clauses. The control |in whichorder the di�erent rules are applied| is left undetermined. The system attemptsto abduce a pre-interpretation such that the query fails under a top-down exe-cution with tabulation of the abstract program, i.e. is false in the correspondingmodel of the abstract program.We need some notational conventions. The state of the computation is rep-resented as a set of clauses. The symbol Cl is used to represent a clause andthe symbol Cls to represent a set of clauses. We use Cl :: Cls to representthe set of clauses fCl g [ Cls . A and B are used to represent atoms, As andBs to represent sequences of atoms. A clause is represented as H  As in whichthe head H is an atom (or false). Given a query  As, the initial state of thederivation is represented as (false  As). p/n refers to a predicate of the ori-ginal program, calls to such predicates are tabled. abducef(t1,...,tn,X) isthe notation we use for a call to an abducible predicate fJ(t1,...,tn,X) ofthe pre-interpretation. These calls are not tabled. In a state of the derivation(a set of clauses), the calls p(X) which are tabled are represented implicitlythrough the occurrences of literals Lookup(p(t)) in the bodies of the clauses.The answers to tabled calls are represented by clauses with an empty body.We assume a �xed number of domain elements. Rule 1 handles a new callto a program predicate. The call is wrapped inside Lookup to indicate that it iswaiting for answers. Nothing else needs to be done when the predicate was calledbefore. Otherwise, the clauses de�ning the predicate are added. Eventually, theywill lead to facts which are answers to the most general call of the predicate.Rule 2 describes the lookup step: a (wrapped) call is uni�ed with an answerand the resolvent is added (for simplicity of presentation, we assume the stateremains the same when |up to renaming| the same clause is derived a second1 Because the procedure lacks tabulation, some extra transformation of the clauses ofrecursive predicates was required. 4



time). Rule 3 resolves an abducible with an already abduced fact and adds theresolvent. Rule 4 abduces a new fact. Several domain elements are available, soa choice point is created. Rule 5 detects that the query has an answer, i.e. thatthe chosen pre-interpretation does not satisfy, and triggers backtracking.1. H  p(t),As :: ClsLet p(Xi)  Bsi (i: 1,: : :,m) be the clauses in the de�nition of p. Ifthis is the �rst call to p (Cls does not contain a clause with an atomLookup(p(r))) then the new state is:p(X1) Bs1 ::: : ::: p(Xm) Bsm :: H  Lookup(p(t)),As ::ClsElse the new state is:H  Lookup(p(t)),As :: Cls2. H  Lookup(p(t)),As :: p(s)  :: Clswhere p(s)  is a fact which uni�es with p(t).The new state is:(H  As)mgu(t,s) :: H  Lookup(p(t)), As :: p(s)  :: Cls3. H  abducef(t),As :: abducef(s)  :: Clswhere abducef(s)  is a fact unifying with abducef(t).The new state is (use of abduced fact):(H  As)mgu(t,s) :: H  abducef(t),As :: abducef(s)  :: Cls4. H  abducef(t1,: : :,tm,t),As :: ClsLet d1,: : :,dm be domain elements which unify respectively with t1,: : :,tmand such that Cls has not yet a fact abducef(d1,: : :,dm,d)  for somedomain element d. A choice point is created. A domain element d is selectedand the new state is (abduction of a new fact):abducef(d1,...,dm,d)  :: H  abducef(t1,...,tm,t),As ::Cls5. (false  ) :: ClsBacktrack to the state corresponding to the most recent choice pointwithan untried domain element d.We have a proof that the query fails when the system reaches a stable �nalstate (no new clauses can be inferred |up to renaming| and (false  ) isnot part of the state). The search for a proof fails when the rewriting fails(rule 4 has exhausted all choices for a tuple d1,: : :,dm of domain elements). Inthe latter case, one could increase the size of the domain and start over. Theapplication of the rules is nondeterministic. An obvious control strategy delaysthe introduction of choice points as long as possible2. We have experimentedwith various search rules (selection of clause) and computation rules (selectionof literal). In section 6 we give more details on the system which behaved best.Experiments revealed that none of the strategies is superior and that overallperformance on a particular problem is rather dependent on the order in whichthe pre-interpretations of the di�erent functors are abduced. This motivated thesearch for a better approach.2 Symmetries: with n domain elements, each pre-interpretation can be mapped intoan equivalent one (for what concerns the truth of the query in the least model) bypermuting the domain elements. Our implementations avoid most symmetries.5



4.2 A constraint approachFrom now on, we use a slightly di�erent notation for the abstract program. Theabstraction of an atom p(f(a)) is denoted as abduce(f(a),X), p(X) (We useabduce(f(a),X) as an abbreviation of abducea(Y), abducef(Y,X).).The problem with the abductive approach can be illustrated with the follow-ing example: Assume that the pre-interpretation of a functor f/1 has alreadybeen abduced as abduce(f(d1),d1) and abduce(f(d2),d2) and that a clausefalse  abduce(f(g(h(a))),X), abduce(g(h(a)),X) is derived. Whateveris the pre-interpretation for a, h, and g, false  will be derived. The abduct-ive systems will not revise the pre-interpretation for f before having thrashedover most of the pre-interpretations of a, h, and g.A constraint based approach can to a large extent avoid such problems. Weconsider the abducibles as constraints and use a special purpose constraint solverwhich checks the existence of a pre-interpretation which satis�es all constraints.In the above example, if the pre-interpretation of f/1 is constrained to the shownone and the clause false  abduce(f(g(h(a))),X), abduce(g(h(a)),X) isderived, then the solver detects the inconsistency and triggers backtracking.This approach makes it necessary to reformulate our abductive system. Themajor di�erence is wrt. the tabulation. The answers to a tabled predicate are nolonger ground facts but constrained facts (of the form p(X)  abduce(...),..., abduce(...)). A problem is that one can have an in�nite number ofsyntactically di�erent answers. However, with a �nite domain and a �xed pre-interpretation, the set of answers (its model) is �nite. So it must be possibleto add constraints which enforce the �niteness. Before presenting the formalsystem, we illustrate the main ideas with the even/odd example.Example 3. Even/oddThe program is as follows:even(X)  abduce(0,X).even(Y)  abduce(s(X),Y), odd(X).odd(Y)  abduce(s(X),Y), even(X).We represent the state of the derivation by three components, the set ofclauses, the set of answers and the constraint store, holding the set of con-straints (as before the component with the �xed abstract program is left out).� stands for the empty set. Lookup is abbreviated as L, and false, abduce, evenand odd respectively as f, ab, e and o. Finally, sb is the abbreviation of sub-sumed. In the initial state ((0) in Table 1) the only clause is the query. Theleftmost atom of a program predicate is selected and the two clauses de�n-ing even/1 are activated (1). The second clause is a constrained fact. In prin-ciple, we have to create a choice point. The �rst alternative adds the constraintsubsumed(even(X)  abduce(0,X), fg) to the constraint store in an attemptto have the new fact subsumed by the existing ones. The constraint is false forevery pre-interpretation, so the second alternative is taken: The fact is added tothe set of answers and the constraint not(subsumed(even(X)  abduce(0,X),fg)) is added to the store. The constraint is redundant wrt. the (empty) store, so6



clauses answers constraint store0 f  e(X); o(X) � �1 f  L(e(X)); o(X) � �e(X) ab(0; X)e(Y ) ab(s(X); Y ); o(X)2 f  L(e(X)); o(X) e(X) ab(0; X) �e(Y ) ab(s(X); Y ); o(X)4 f  L(e(X)); o(X) e(X) ab(0; X) �e(Y ) ab(s(X); Y ); L(o(X))o(Y ) ab(s(X); Y ); L(e(X))6 f  L(e(X)); o(X) e(X) ab(0; X) �f  ab(0; X); o(X)e(Y ) ab(s(X); Y ); L(o(X))o(Y ) ab(s(X); Y ); L(e(X))o(Y ) ab(s(0); Y )8 f  L(e(X)); o(X) e(X) ab(0; X) �f  ab(0; X);L(o(X)) o(Y ) ab(s(0); Y )e(Y ) ab(s(X); Y ); L(o(X))o(Y ) ab(s(X); Y ); L(e(X))10 f  L(e(X)); o(X) e(X) ab(0; X) �f  ab(0; X);L(o(X)) o(Y ) ab(s(0); Y )f  ab(0; X); ab(s(0); X)e(Y ) ab(s(X); Y ); L(o(X))e(Y ) ab(s(s(0)); Y )o(Y ) ab(s(X); Y ); L(e(X))11 f  L(e(X)); o(X) e(X) ab(0; X) f  ab(0; X); ab(s(0); X)f  ab(0; X);L(o(X)) o(Y ) ab(s(0); Y );e(Y ) ab(s(X); Y ); L(o(X))e(Y ) ab(s(s(0))); Y );o(Y ) ab(s(X); Y ); L(e(X))12 f  L(e(X)); o(X) e(X) ab(0; X) f  ab(0; X); ab(s(0); X)f  ab(0; X);L(o(X)) o(Y ) ab(s(0); Y ) sb(e(Y )) ab(s(s(0)); Y );e(Y ) ab(s(X); Y ); L(o(X)) fe(X) ab(0; X)g)o(Y ) ab(s(X); Y ); L(e(X))Table 1. Constraint based execution of even/oddthe store remains empty (2). The call odd(X) is selected in the second clause, theclause de�ning odd/1 is added, and its atom even(X) is selected (4). The storedanswer is used to resolve with the �rst and third clause, this results in two newclauses 3 (6). In the �rst, the atom odd(X) is selected, the last is an answer forodd/1. We have a choice point but again the �rst alternative creates an incon-sistent store and the second alternative a redundant constraint, so the net e�ectis that the fact is added to the answer set (8). This answer is used to resolvewith the second and third clause, resulting in two new clauses (10). The �rst oneis a constraint which is consistent with the current store and added to it (11),3 Remark that abduce(s(X), Y), abduce(0, X) is abbreviated by abduce(s(0), Y).7



It means that 0 and s(0) should be di�erent under the pre-interpretation. Thesecond is an answer for even/1. This time we have a real choice point. The �rstalternative enforces the constraint that the new answer is subsumed by the exist-ing answers, so the answer is not stored and the constraint subsumed(even(Y)) abduce(s(s(0)),Y), feven(X)  abduce(0,X)g, which is consistent withthe current store is added to it. It actually means that 0 and s(s(0)) must be equalunder the pre-interpretation. A stable state is reached so the query is false in themodels of the pre-interpretations satisfying the constraints of the store. The pre-interpretation abduce(0,d1), abduce(s(d1),d2) and abduce(s(d2),d1) is asolution (the subsumption test reduces to subsumed(even(d1), feven(d1)g)and yields true). Observe that a not(subsumed(...)) constraint is added to theconstraint store each time that a new answer is added to the answer set. Theconjunction of these constraints enforces �niteness of the answer set and termin-ation of the algorithm (The number of distinct atoms in the model of a m-arypredicate is limited to mn, so at most mn times an answer can be added that isnot subsumed by the previous ones.). An alternative approach which also ensurestermination and completeness of the search discards the not(subsumed(...))constraints and uses a weaker but easier to verify constraint which restrict thenumber of answers for a predicate p=m to mn.Below, we use 3 to separate the three components of the state. The symbolsAs and Bs stand for any sequence of atoms, while Abds stands for a sequenceconsisting solely of abduce atoms. Store stands for a conjunction (set) of con-straints, Answers for a set of answers (constrained facts) and Answersp for thesubset of answers about predicate p . The initial state is given by false  As 3 � 3 � where As is the query. Assume n domain elements. Remember thatarguments of program predicates of the abstracted program are always variables.1. H  Abds, p(X), As :: Cls 3 Answers 3 StoreLet p(Xi)  Bsi (i : 1; : : : ;m) be the clauses in the de�nition of p. Ifthis is the �rst call to p (Cls does not contain a clause with an atomLookup(p(Y )) then the new state is :p(X1)  Bs1 ::: : ::: p(Xm)  Bsm :: H  Abds,Lookup(p(X)),As :: Cls 3 Answers 3 StoreElse the new state is:H  Abds, Lookup(p(X)), As :: Cls 3 Answers 3 Store2. H  Abds1, Lookup(p(X)), As :: Cls 3p(Y )  Abds2 :: Answers 3 StoreThe new state is:(H  Abds1, Abds2, As)mgu(X,Y ) :: H  Abds1, Lookup(p(X)),As :: Cls 3 p(Y )  Abds2 :: Answers 3 Store3. false  Abds :: Cls 3 Answers 3 StoreThe new state is:Cls 3 Answers 3 false  Abds :: Store4. Cls 3 Answers 3 Store where Store is inconsistent.Backtrack to the state corresponding to the most recent choice pointwithan untried alternative. 8



5. p(X)  Abds :: Cls 3 Answers 3 StoreA choice point is created. Under the �rst alternative the new system is:Cls 3 Answers 3 subsumed(p(X)  Abds, Answersp) :: StoreUnder the second alternative the new system is:Cls 3 p(X)  Abds :: Answers 3not(subsumed(p(X)  Abds, Answersp)) :: StoreRules 1 and 2 are as before. Rule 3 adds a new constraint to the constraintstore and rule 4 checks its consistency. Rule 5 processes a new answer and createsa choice point. The �rst alternative adds a subsumption constraint and drops thenew fact. The second alternative adds a not-subsumed constraint to the store andthe answer to the answer set. The not-subsumed constraint is redundant whenthe subsumed constraint creates an inconsistent store (often the case when a �rstanswer is added). The store is inconsistent when it has more than mn answers forp=m. So an alternative is to drop the not-subsumed constraints and to check theweaker constraint on the size of Answersp=m. Both cases guarantee terminationand completeness of the search for a given domain size.The e�ciency of the consistency checks is crucial for the overall perform-ance. Space lacks to give a full description of the encoding as a �nite domainproblem. We sketch the main ideas using the even-odd example. Let D be thedomain of the pre-interpretation. We use two kinds of �nite domain variables:variablesDt ranging over D and representing the pre-interpretation of the term tand boolean variables Bt1=t2 indicating whether or not the terms t1 and t2 havethe same pre-interpretation. Such boolean variables are linked to the domainvariables through de�nitions Bt1=t2 $ Dt1 = Dt2 which ensure propagation ofnew information.Which domain variables are created is determined by the termswhich occur in the constraints. Consider the constraint false  abduce(0,X),abduce(s(0),X). To handle it we introduce domain variables D0 and Ds(0). Wecan translate the constraint in false  D0 = X, Ds(0) = X or, after elimina-tion of X: false  B0=s(0) or B0=s(0) = 0. To express the connection between0 and s(0), we add for all d 2 D the constraint B0=d � Bs(0)=s(d)4. Note thatthis implies the creation of domain variables Ds(d). Now consider the constraintsubsumed(even(Y))  abduce(s(s(0)),Y),feven(X)  abduce(0,X),g. Itcontains a new term s(s(0)), so a domain variable Ds(s(0)) is created and it islinked with Ds(0) by adding for all d 2 D the constraint Bs(0)=d � Bs(s(0))=s(d).The subsumption constraint is expressed as Bs(s(0))=0 = 1 (Its negation asBs(s(0))=0 = 0). This translation ensures that all choices which are made areimmediately propagated.5 Alternative approachesModel generation. The logic program and the clause false  query can beconsidered as a logical theory. A model of this theory is a proof that the queryfails. There exist general purpose tools for generating models of logical theories.4 Or equivalently B0=d ! Bs(0)=s(d). 9



FINDER [16, 17], written in C, is such a tool, it takes as input a set of clauses ina many-sorted �rst order language, together with speci�cations of �nite cardin-alities of the domains for the sorts, and generates interpretations on the givendomains which satisfy all the clauses [16]. The systems performs an exhaust-ive search for interpretations of the given language, using the declared clauses asconstraints to direct backtracking. A major di�erence between FINDER and ourapproach is that there is no explicit control on the order of evaluation. FINDERgenerates an interpretation and tests it against all clauses; if all clauses are truewith respect to the generated interpretation, we have a model that is acceptedand printed. If one or more of the clauses are false, the interpretation is adjustedso as to generate an improved candidate interpretation. The process continuesuntil the search space is exhausted or a model has been found.Regular approximations. Within the context of program analysis, the most obvi-ous approach to prove failure is to add a clause shouldfail(X)  query(X)and to use one or another kind of type inference to show that the success-set ofshouldfail(X) is empty. A typical representative of such systems is describedin [11] which computes a regular approximation of the program. Roughly speak-ing, for each argument of each predicate, the value it can take in the success-set5are approximated by a type (a canonical unary logic program). Failure of thequery is proven if the types of shouldfail(X) are empty. Also set based analysis[12] can be used to approximate the success-set.Program specialisation. One could also employ program transformation, andmore speci�cally program specialisation techniques to prove failure of the query.If for the given query, the program can be specialised in the empty program,then the query trivially fails. A technique which has almost the same power astransformations based on the fold/unfold approach is conjunctive partial deduc-tion [13]. By specialising conjunctions of atoms instead of single atoms, it canachieve substantially better results than other specialisers. For example it canspecialise the even/odd program into the empty program for our example query.6 ExperimentsFor the abductive systems we experimented extensively with 5 di�erent controlregimes. We report here on the most successful one i.e. the system with the bestworst cases. In this system, as in all others, rule 5, which triggers backtracking,has top priority. Rules 2 and 3, which use respectively tabled answers and ab-duced facts to perform a resolution step, have equal priority, as well as rule 1for the case that the clause has a call to an already tabled predicate. If none ofthese rules apply and there is an unprocessed clause with only calls to not yettabled program predicate, then rule 1 is applied on that clause. Otherwise rule4 is applied on a selected clause and the pre-interpretation is extended.5 The set of ground atoms which are logical consequences of the program.10



In the constraint system, rule 4 which checks for the consistency of the Storehas top priority each time a constraint is added to the store as it can triggerbacktracking. Rule 5, which can create a choice point, has lowest priority. A �rstimplementation used the weaker constraints on the number of answers for eachpredicate instead of the not-subsumed constraints. Using the latter resulted insigni�cant better pruning on the hard problems (and marginal slow-down oneasier ones). The �nite domain solver is incremental.Table 2 details the benchmarks6. Besides the name, the table gives the do-main size, the number of functors, the number of abduced facts in a completepre-interpretation7, the number of predicates de�ned in the program, the totalnumber of program clauses and the number of program clauses with a headpredicate of arity 1, of arity 2 and of arity 38.odd even is a trivial example about even and odd numbers. wicked oe isan extension which adds a call to each clause and 4 functors which are irrelev-ant for success or failure. It allows to see the e�ect of this on the search space.appendlast, reverselast, nreverselast and schedule are small but hardexamples from the domain of program specialisation. The queries express pro-gram properties (which have to be recognised by a specialiser to derive the emptyprogram). multiseto and multisetl are programs to check the equivalence oftwo multisets, the �rst uses a binary operator \o" to build sets, the second uses alist representation. The others are typical examples from a large set of planningproblems reasoning on multisets of resources. The �rst two use the \o" repres-entation for the multiset, the next two the \l" representation. blockpair2o andblockpair2l omit the for success or failure irrelevant argument for collectingthe plan (and have 6 functors less). blocksol is there to show what happenswhen the query does not fail.9The abductive systems are implemented in Prolog. The queries have beenexecuted with Prolog by BIM on a SUN sparc Ultra-2. The constraint system isalso written in Prolog, uses the SICSTUS �nite domain solver and was runningunder SICSTUS Prolog [18] on the same machine. FINDER is implementedin C and was running on a IBM RS6000. An example FINDER-program canbe found in appendix B. Regular approximations (RA) were computed witha system due to John Gallagher, conjunctive partial deduction (CPD) with asystem due to Michael Leuschel. Witold Charatonik was so kind to run ourexamples on a tool (some info can be found in [5]) for set based analysis (SBA) hedeveloped together with Harald Ganzinger, Christoph Meyer, Andreas Podelskiand Christoph Weidenbach.Table 3 gives the results: For the abductive system the time and the numberof backtracks (wrt. the choice made in the pre-interpretation); for the constraint6 The programs are given in appendix A, the code is also available athttp://www.cs.kuleuven.ac.be/~henkv/pre7 n facts and m domain elements yields mn=m! di�erent pre-interpretations.8 With arity k, a predicate can have 2(mk) di�erent interpretations.9 One should in parallel run the query and interrupt the search for failure when asolution is found. 11



name domain functor abduced predicates clauses arity 1 arity 2 arity 3odd even 2 2 3 2 3 3 0 0wicked oe 2 6 10 3 4 1 3 0appendlast 3 4 12 2 4 0 2 2reverselast 3 4 12 2 4 0 2 2nreverselast 5 4 28 3 6 0 4 2schedule 3 4 12 6 12 9 3 0multiseto 2 4 7 1 7 0 7 0multisetl 2 4 7 2 4 0 2 2blockpair2o 2 9 19 3 15 0 15 0blockpair3o 2 15 36 3 15 0 7 8blockpair2l 2 9 19 5 14 0 8 6blockpair3l 2 15 36 5 14 0 0 14blocksol 2 9 19 5 14 0 0 14Table 2. Properties of benchmark programssystem the time, the number of backtracks (wrt. the choices regarding tabula-tion) and the number of consistency checks (each check veri�es the existence ofa pre-interpretation satisfying all constraints and has internal backtracking); forFINDER the time and the number of backtracks. For CPD, RA and SBA weonly indicate whether failure of the query follows from the result (It makes littlesense to give times as these systems do not perform an exhaustive search and nosense to try blocksol.). If followed by H, time is in hours, otherwise in seconds.AB CS FINDER CPD RA SBAname time #bckt time #bckt #cstch time #bcktodd even 0.00 4 0.00 0 2 0.02 1 yes yes yeswicked oe 0.08 64 0.00 0 2 0.02 64 yes yes yesappendlast 6.63 949 0.45 1 6 0.83 19023 yes no yesreverselast 9.37 1267 3.70 2 9 1590 94583354 no no yesnreverselast >19H - >19H - - >15H > 100:106 yes no noschedule 0.11 33 0.31 1 10 0.07 508 no no yesmultiseto 0.05 12 0.04 0 6 0.47 2849 no yes yesmultisetl 0.01 3 0.06 1 8 77.10 2583088 yes no yesblockpair2o 3.36 103 0.38 0 12 112 1359532 no no noblockpair3o 639.05 97246 0.42 0 12 >1.65H > 10:106 no no noblockpair2l 0.9 34 2.36 2 17 >1.41H > 10:106 no no noblockpair3l 2.46 162 2.49 2 17 >3.80H > 10:106 no no noblocksol 293.33 12832 4.48H 299 609 >1.01H > 10:106 - - -Table 3. Results.12



6.1 DiscussionThe abductive system is rather sensitive to the presence of functors which areirrelevant to the existence of a solution (but which occur in terms met during top-down execution) as a comparison of odd even and wicked oe, of blockpair2oand blockpair3o and of blockpair2l and blockpair3l shows. When largerdomain sizes are needed, the size of the search space increases dramatically, soit is hardly a surprise that it fails on nreverselast. It did surprisingly well inshowing that there is no solution based on a 2-element domain for blocksol.The constraint system is doing consistently well on all planning problemswhich fail. Its performance is una�ected by the presence of irrelevant functors.It has serious problems with blocksol where it backtracks a lot and has to do abig number of consistency checks before having exhausted the search space (not areal problem, one should run the query and �nd a solution). More serious is theproblem it has with nreverselast where one needs to distinguish 5 di�erentkinds of lists. The resulting search-space is of the order 528 = 4 � 1020. Theconstraints generated by this example, while correct, does not seem to prune thesearch-space a lot. Adding redundant but stronger constraints will be needed toavoid the current trashing behaviour.FINDER, which has no equivalent of a top-down strategy and of tabling, isdoing poor on these problems. It behaves worse than our �rst abductive pro-cedure. FINDER's input being sorted, it is possible to associate di�erent sortswith the di�erent functors and di�erent domain sizes with di�erent sorts. Veryrecently, experimenting with this feature and using the intuitively right domainsizes for the sort \list" (3 for reverselast and 5 for nreverselast) and 2 for allother types (also for a functor which maps two lists to a pair10), we succeededin �nding a solution in respectively 0.2s with 2738 backtracks (reverselast)and 18H with 111:106 backtracks (nreverselast). This suggests that separatetypes and separate domains for di�erent functors could also restrict the searchspace in our systems. We plan to explore this in the future.Conjunctive partial deduction can handle some of the problems which aredi�cult for us (and a planned extension 11 likely even more), but cannot handleany of the planning problems. Computing regular approximations is fast, butit can show failure of the most simple problems only. The set based analyser ismore precise and fails only on the planning problems and nreverselast.7 ConclusionFor de�nite logic programs, we have addressed the problem of proving that cer-tain queries cannot succeed with an answer. A problem which is particularly10 It is not obvious from the problem formulation that this latter can result in a solution.But it drastically reduces the search space: with m domain elements, the naturalthing is that the sort of pair has m2 domain elements.11 A planned extension of CPD should be able to handle also reverselast andmultiseto. 13



relevant when the query does not fail �nitely. We have developed two new ap-proaches which aim at searching a model of the program in which the query isfalse. We have performed some experiments using (rather small) example pro-grams and queries which do not terminate12. We also did a comparison withother approaches which could be used to tackle this problem: a general purposemodel generation tool which does not allow the user to control the search, theuse of type inference, and the use of program specialisation. In the case of typeinference, the approach is in fact also to compute a model. However, the chosenmodel is the one which best reects the type structure of the program. If thequery happens to be false in this model, then failure is shown. Also in the caseof program specialisation, showing failure is a byproduct of the approach: forsome queries, the program happens to be specialised into the empty program.Abduction is a very powerful and general problem solving technique. It waspretty easy to formulate the problem of searching a pre-interpretation such thatthe query is false in the least model based on it as an abductive problem andto use a general purpose abductive procedure[9]. But we quickly realised thatwe had almost no control over the search for a solution. Our �rst approach wasto built a special purpose abductive procedure for de�nite programs which em-ploys tabulation and which hard wired the constraints that pre-interpretationof functors are total functions. The idea behind the proof procedure is to use atop-down evaluation strategy |abducing a part of the pre-interpretation onlywhen needed in evaluating the query| and to prevent looping by the use of tab-ulation. Experiments con�rmed our intuition that it was important to delay theabduction of new components in the pre-interpretation as long as possible (topropagate all consequences of what was already abduced to check whether it waspart of a feasible solution). The system was performing in general much betterthan FINDER which is at least an order of magnitude faster in raw speed thanours. This suggests that our basic strategy |using a goal directed proof proced-ure and using tabulation| is a good one. However, the results were not reallyconvincing. We tried to delay the choice of components in the pre-interpretationeven more: we considered them as constraints. This allowed to delay the decisionsup to the point were answers had to be tabled: at such a point one need to knowwhether the answer is new or not. Still we do not �x the pre-interpretation atsuch a point but formulate constraints on the pre-interpretation, using a �nitedomain solver to check the existence of a pre-interpretation satisfying all con-straints. With this approach, the overall speed crucially depends on the speedby which consistency can be checked. We were coding this consistency check as a�nite domain problem and obtained quite impressive results. Still the system hassome weaknesses. It starts to slow down when it needs a lot of backtracking overits decisions with respect to new answers being subsumed by the existing onesor not. The number of possible backtracks quickly goes up with the arity of thepredicates, as the example blocksol, where the query does not fail, illustrates.It also increases quickly with the size of the domain needed to show failure e.g.12 These programs also loop when using tabulation or when executing bottom-up aftera magic set transformation. 14



nreverselast13. Further work is possible to reduce this number of backtracks:tabling one predicate in each strongly connected component of the program isenough to prevent looping of the procedure. This can reduce the number ofchoice points. Still it is desirable to �nd ways to extract more knowledge fromthe problem to further prune the search.In general, our approach is doing much better than the general purpose modelgeneration tool FINDER and type inference based on Regular Approximations.The comparison with conjunctive partial deduction is less straightforward. Bothapproaches seem to be good at a di�erent classes of problems. In fact it couldbe interesting to apply program specialisation as a pre-processing step: the spe-cialisation may reduce the number of predicates and the number of functors,making the problem easier to solve by our tool (and in extreme cases making ita trivial problem by returning the empty program).In a broader context, this paper makes contributions to the following topics:{ A (�rst) study of methods to prove (in�nite) failure of de�nite logic pro-grams.{ The development of a proof procedure which combines tabulation with ab-duction and of a constraint based procedure which treats the abducibles asconstraints and uses a constraint solver to check the existence of a solutionfor the abducibles. Also the latter procedure uses tabulation.{ A better understanding of the power and limitations of abduction. Whilevery expressive, our �ndings suggests that abductive procedures need to beaugmented with \background" knowledge to direct the search for abductivesolutions. Simply specifying the properties of an abductive solution as anintegrity constraint cannot provide su�cient guidance to the search for asolution. It is interesting to observe that background knowledge is also oftenthe key to success in Inductive Logic Programming which makes use of in-ductive procedures which are in more than one respect \twins" of abductiveprocedures [1].{ The further development of model based program analysis. [10] showed thatmodel based program analysis pioneered by [6] is also an excellent methodfor type inference. In [10] it was shown that there exist pre-interpretationswhich encode various other declarative properties of programs. Our worktakes this work one step further by developing methods for automaticallyconstructing a pre-interpretation which expresses a particular program prop-erty (expressed as a query which should fail).A possible extension of this work is for programs with negation. Transforma-tions are known which preserve a 3-valued completion semantics and transforma program with negation into a de�nite program, having for each predicate p=ntwo de�nitions, one for p=n and one for p � =n. It seems feasible to apply ourmethod on this transformed program.13 Some problems require an in�nite domain, e.g. less(N,s(N)). less(N,s(M))<-less(N,M). and the query ?- less(N,M),less(M,N)..15
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Appendix A: example programsodd even. The even/odd program. Here and further on, the considered queriesare the bodies of 0-arity predicates. The query odd even has no answer.odd_even:- even(X), even(s(X)).even(zero).even(s(X)):- odd(X).odd(s(X)):- even(X).wicked oe. A version of even odd with an extra superuous argument whichcreates a term with 4 di�erent functors:wicked_oe:- weird_even(X, _U1), weird_even(s(X), _U2).weird_even(zero,U) :- weird_p(U).weird_even(s(X),U) :- weird_odd(X,_V), weird_p(U).weird_odd(s(X),U) :- weird_even(X,_V), weird_p(U).weird_p(f(g(h(a)))).appendlast. The appendlast-query �rst appends the list [a] to a unde�ned listbecoming the list Xs. The subsequent call to last can never succeed as b cannever be the last element of the list Xs.appendlast:- app(X, [a], Xs), last(Xs, b).app([],L,L).app([H|X],Y,[H|Z]) :- app(X,Y,Z).last([X],X).last([H,H2|T],X) :- last([H2|T],X).reverselast. The query reverselast is similar to the query appendlast but usesreverse with accumulator to put [a] at the end of the list. Predicates de�ned inexamples above are not repeated, e.g last.reverselast:- reva(L, R, [a]), last(R, b).reva([], Acc, Acc).reva([Y|Z], R, Acc):-reva(Z, R, [Y|Acc]).nreverselast. The query nreverselast uses naive reverse to put the element aat the end of the list.nreverselast :- rev([a|X], R), last(R, b).rev([], []). 17



rev([X|Y], R):-rev(Y, S),app(S, [X], R).schedule. The schedule problem is example with a more complicate reason forfailure.schedule:- cFirst(R), mv(R).mv(R):- tr(R,NewR), mv(NewR).mv(R):- atleast2c(R). % success iff R is non-safe statetr([c,n|Rs], [n,c|Rs]).tr([n|Rs], [n|NewRs]):- tr(Rs,NewRs).tr([],[]).cFirst([c|Qs]):- nOnly(Qs).nOnly([n|Qs]):- nOnly(Qs).nOnly([n]).atleast2c([c|L]):- atleast1c(L).atleast2c([n|L]):- atleast2c(L).atleast1c([c|_]).atleast1c([n|L]):- atleast1c(L).multiseto. sameMultiSet is a predicate to check that two multisets contain thesame elements. The multiset is represented with a functor o/2 and a constantemptyMultiSet.Without tabulation, it also has an in�nite search tree for groundqueries.multiseto :- sameMultiSet(o(a,o(a,emptyMultiSet)),o(_X,o(emptyMultiSet,b))).sameMultiSet(X, X).sameMultiSet(o(X, Y), o(X, Z)):-sameMultiSet(Y, Z).sameMultiSet(o(o(X, Y), Z), U):-sameMultiSet(o(X, o(Y, Z)), U).sameMultiSet(U, o(o(X, Y), Z)):-sameMultiSet(U, o(X, o(Y, Z))).sameMultiSet(o(emptyMultiSet, X), Y):-sameMultiSet(X, Y).sameMultiSet(X, o(emptyMultiSet, Y)):-sameMultiSet(X, Y).sameMultiSet(o(X, Y), Z):-sameMultiSet(o(Y, X), Z).multisetl. The same problem can be writing using lists. The query does notterminate due to the presence of the variable.18



multisetl :- sml([a], X), sml(X, [b]).sml([], []).sml([X|Y], D) :- delete(X, D, E), sml(Y, E).delete(M,[M|T], T).delete(M, [H|T], [H|L]) :- delete(M, T, L).blockpair??. A simple planner in the blocks-world due to Michael Thielsher. Ithas to be executed under iterative deepening to �nd plans for most problems(which have a solution). We have two di�erent action theories from the blocksworld. Blocks are identi�ed by integers. The action theory, actionPair, has,besides the usual actions of the blocks world, an action to add or remove a pairof blocks. We have variants with two arguments (which do not collect the plan)and with three argument (the plan is stored in the second argument). And wehave versions using multisets based on the functor o/2 and based on lists. Forthe latter, the names end on l e.g. causesPairl/2 is the 2 argument versionusing lists and the actionPair theory. For the actionPair theory, the unsolvablequery has an initial state with an even number of blocks and a �nal theory withan odd number of blocks. The query blocksol has a solution (can be foundusing iterative deepening).blockpair2o:-causesPair(o(on(s(nul),nul),o(ta(nul),o(cl(s(nul)),em))),o(on(s(s(nul)),s(nul)),o(on(s(nul),nul),o(ta(nul), o(cl(s(s(nul))),em))))).blockpair3o:-causesPair(o(on(s(nul),nul),o(ta(nul),o(cl(s(nul)),em))),_Plan,o(on(s(s(nul)),s(nul)), o(on(s(nul),nul),o(ta(nul), o(cl(s(s(nul))),em))))).blockpair2l:-causesPairl([on(s(nul),nul),ta(nul),cl(s(nul)),em],Sequence),m_subset([on(s(s(nul)),s(nul)),on(s(nul),nul),ta(nul),cl(s(s(nul))),em],Sequence, []).blockpair3l:-causesPairl([on(s(nul),nul),ta(nul),cl(s(nul)),em],_Plan, Sequence),m_subset([on(s(s(nul)),s(nul)),on(s(nul),nul),ta(nul),cl(s(s(nul))),em],Sequence, []).blocksol:- causesZerol([on(s(nul),nul),ta(nul),cl(s(nul)),em],[on(s(s(nul)),s(nul)),on(s(nul),nul),ta(nul),cl(s(s(nul))),em]).19



causesPair(I1, I2):-sameMultiSet(I1, I2).causesPair(I, G):-actionPair(C, E),sameMultiSet(o(C, Z), I),causesPair(o(E, Z), G).actionPair(ho(V), o(ta(V),o(cl(V),em))).actionPair(o(cl(V),o(ta(V),em)), ho(V)).actionPair(o(ho(V),cl(W)), o(on(V,W),o(cl(V),em))).actionPair(o(cl(V),o(on(V,W),em)), o(ho(V),cl(W))).actionPair(o(on(V,W),o(cl(V),em)),o(on(s(s(V)),s(V)), o(on(s(V),V), o(on(V,W),o(cl(s(s(V))),em))))).actionPair(o(on(s(s(V)),s(V)), o(on(s(V),V), o(on(V,W),o(cl(s(s(V))),em)))),o(on(V,W), o(cl(V),em))).causesPair(I1, void, I2):-sameMultiSet(I1, I2).causesPair(I, plan(A, P), G):-actionPair(C, A, E),sameMultiSet(o(C, Z), I),causesPair(o(E, Z), P, G).actionPair(ho(V),put_down(V),o(ta(V),o(cl(V),em))).actionPair(o(cl(V),o(ta(V),em)),pick_up(V),ho(V)).actionPair(o(ho(V),cl(W)),stack(V,W),o(on(V,W),o(cl(V),em))).actionPair(o(cl(V),o(on(V,W),em)),unstack(V),o(ho(V),cl(W))).actionPair(o(on(V,W),o(cl(V),em)),add_two,o(on(s(s(V)),s(V)), o(on(s(V),V), o(on(V,W),o(cl(s(s(V))),em))))).actionPair(o(on(s(s(V)),s(V)), o(on(s(V),V), o(on(V,W),o(cl(s(s(V))),em)))),delete_two,o(on(V,W), o(cl(V),em))).causesPairl(I,void,I).causesPairl(I,plan(A,P),G) :-actionPairl(C,A,E),m_subset(C,I,Z),app(E,Z,S),causesPairl(S,P,G). 20



actionPairl([ho(V)],put_down(V),[ta(V),cl(V),em]).actionPairl([cl(V),ta(V),em],pick_up(V),[ho(V)]).actionPairl([ho(V),cl(W)],stack(V,W),[on(V,W),cl(V),em]).actionPairl([cl(V),on(V,W),em],unstack(V),[ho(V),cl(W)]).actionPairl([on(V,W),cl(V),em],add_two,[on(s(s(V)),s(V)),on(s(V),V),on(V,W),cl(s(s(V))),em]).actionPairl([on(s(s(V)),s(V)),on(s(V),V),on(V,W),cl(s(s(V))),em],delete_two, [on(V,W),cl(V),em]).m_subset([], L, L).m_subset([H|T], L1, L2):-delete(H, L1, L3),m_subset(T, L3, L2).causesPairl(I,I).causesPairl(I,G) :-actionPairl(C,E),m_subset(C,I,Z),app(E,Z,S),causesPairl(S,G).actionPairl([ho(V)], [ta(V),cl(V),em]).actionPairl([cl(V),ta(V),em], [ho(V)]).actionPairl([ho(V),cl(W)], [on(V,W),cl(V),em]).actionPairl([cl(V),on(V,W),em], [ho(V),cl(W)]).actionPairl([on(V,W),cl(V),em],[on(s(s(V)),s(V)),on(s(V),V),on(V,W),cl(s(s(V))),em]).actionPairl([on(s(s(V)),s(V)),on(s(V),V),on(V,W),cl(s(s(V))),em],[on(V,W),cl(V),em]).causesZerol(I, I).causesZerol(I, G):-actionZerol(C, E),m_subset(C, I, Z),app(E, Z, S),causesZerol(S, G).actionZerol([ho(V)], [ta(V), cl(V), em]).actionZerol([cl(V), ta(V), em], [ho(V)]).actionZerol([ho(V), cl(W)], [on(V,W), cl(V), em]).actionZerol([cl(V), on(V, W), em], [ho(V), cl(W)]).actionZerol([on(X, Y), cl(X), em],[on(s(X), X), on(X, Y), cl(s(X)), em]).21



Appendix B: an example of input for FINDERFINDER supports only nulladic, monadic and dyadic functions. As predicatesare declared as functions with boolean as value sort, these restrictions also applyto predicate de�nitions and forces some transformation for predicates with arity> 2: for example a ternary atom p(t1; t2; t3) is encoded as p(t1; argp(t2; t3)) whereargp=2 is a binary functor used to encode atoms with predicate p/3 and whichconstructs a term in a sort di�erent from the sort of the terms t1; t2, and t3 ofthe original atom. To have the same expressivity as the original p based on a2 element domain pre-interpretation, the pre-interpretation of argp has to bebased on a 4 element domain.Input for the multisetl problem. The ternary predicate delete/3 has beenconverted in a binary delete was3/2 predicate. Besides the sort term for allterms of the original program, a sort pair has been introduced. The extra functordelete argpair is used to bundle two terms of sort term into one of sort pair.sort { term cardinality = 2.pair cardinality = 4.}const {a: term.b: term.nil: term.ml1: bool.}function { cons: term, term -> term.delete_argpair: term, term -> pair.delete_was3: term, pair -> bool.sml: term, term -> bool.}clause {ml1 -> false.sml(cons(a, nil), z), sml(z, cons(b, nil)) -> ml1.sml(nil, nil).delete_was3(y, delete_argpair(w, z)), sml(x, z)-> sml(cons(y, x), w).delete_was3(z, delete_argpair(cons(z, y), y)).delete_was3(w, delete_argpair(x, z))-> delete_was3(w, delete_argpair(cons(y, x), cons(y, z))).}setting {solutions: 1verbosity {models: brief stats: full job: brief} 22


